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Abstract
The precise modeling of turbulence is indispensable for weather forecasting and environmental heat-removal and pollu-

tion-dispersion assessment. Models rely on correlations derived from field measurements. Unfortunately, the readings are

usually contaminated with mesoscale motions which alter turbulence statistics and mislead the characterization of tur-

bulence coherent structures, the drivers of the heat and mass transport process. This article depicts the interference of the

mesoscales in turbulence statistics and coherent structure detection. Atmospheric measurements were taken at EKOMAR

on the east coast of Malaysia. Two ultrasonic anemometers at heights of 1.7 and 12 m were utilized. Twelve samples from

the convective atmospheric boundary layer were analyzed. Spectral and auto-correlation analysis were conducted to assess

the weight of the mesoscales relative to the shear coherent structure scales. The structure inclination angle and timescale

were calculated for the wind speed signal with and without the mesoscale scales filtered out. It was found that these

interfering structures largely shifts the calculated length- and time-scales of the coherent structures. The improper filtration

of the signal may delete part of the coherent structures and hence worsen the situation.

Keywords Atmosphere � Turbulence � Coherent structures

1 Introduction

The precise characterization of turbulence coherent struc-

tures is inevitable for advanced atmospheric flow modeling

[1]. The coherent structures hold large share of kinetic

energy and contribute high percentage to the momentum,

thermal and mass fluxes between the ground and atmo-

sphere [2]. These coherent structures differ from their

counterparts in the canonical flat plate boundary layer in

both origin and evolution [3, 4]. Moreover, atmospheric

flow is distinguished with high Reynolds’ numbers that are

difficult to attain in wind tunnel laboratories. Portraying

this flow is needed to complement the turbulence theory

[5].

Atmospheric flow encompasses a hierarchy of coherent

structures of different features and length scales [6]. The

main coherent structures are the hairpin vortices, the vortex

packets, the near-surface streaks and the roll-cell convec-

tive structures. The first three structures are associated with

shear while the last is mainly a buoyancy artifact and

evolves only under convective atmospheric conditions. For

a detailed description of these structures, the readers are

referred to the literature [7, 8]. The vortex packets appear
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in the flat plate boundary layer in a probable length of 1.3d
[9] and maximum length of 5d [10]. Where d is the

boundary layer height. Assuming a typical value for d in

the atmospheric boundary layer of 100 m, then a tolerable

estimate for the vortex packet length scale is � 100 m.

Near-surface streaks extend in length to few hundreds of

meters (� 500 m) [11] and carry 27% of the turbulent

kinetic energy and 31% of the shear stress [12]. The

detection and scaling of the structure is held by many

methods [13]. Auto-correlation, cross-correlation and

spectral analysis of the wind trace are employed to capture

the profiles and behaviours of the coherent structures

[14, 15].

Many uncertainties are unavoidable in typical atmo-

spheric turbulence field measurements. One of these is the

stationarity of the wind speed. The wind component can be

contaminated by mesoscale motions, i.e., weather motions

of scales between 2 and 2000 km. Mesoscale motions

include large roll-cell structures in the convective boundary

layer and gravity waves and drainage flows in the

stable boundary layer [16]. The challenge to deal with

mesoscale structures is that they do not obey the Monin–

Obukhov similarity theory and hence alter the calculated

fluxes [17]. Besides, the presence of these motions mislead

the stability condition identification [18]. Their impact is

more pronounced under stable conditions where turbulence

fluxes are minimum [16]. These large-scale motions are

still poorly characterized [19, 20]. Their types and scales

are site-dependent such that their timescales increase with

the size of local surface roughness, which reflects on the

turbulence signals contaminated by them [18]. The

mesoscale motions introduce an extra low-frequency peak

to the signal power spectrum. The turbulence and mesos-

cale peaks are separated by a spectral gap [21]. In addition

to the surface topography, the gap timescale is a function of

height and thermal stability [16, 22]. The gap timescale

increases with height due to liberation from the ground

bounding effect. It is lower under stable stratification

compared to convective stratification due to motion sup-

pression in stable conditions. Under deep stable conditions,

the mesoscales sustain the turbulent motions even beyond

the critical Richardson number [20]. The vertical velocity

component is slightly altered by the mesoscales [19, 23]

which advocates using its standard deviation as a measure

for stability [24]. In most of the cases, researchers tend to

filter-out these motions by a high-pass filter of an almost

fixed cutoff frequency of 0.01 Hz [17].

Few research (e.g., [25]) investigated the impact of the

mesoscale motions on turbulence statistics but non, to the

best knowledge of the authors, has assessed their modula-

tion of shear coherent structures. In addition, it is not clear

if the 0.01 Hz cutoff frequency does not inadvertently omit

part of the shear coherent structures [3]. This study aims at

depicting the deviation caused by the mesoscale motions to

the atmospheric turbulence coherent structure analysis.

This is believed to be a first step towards efficient removal

of these motions from turbulence data. The experimental

method including site and instrument description, data

processing and analysis techniques are discussed in Sect. 2.

Section 3 details the length scales of the different coherent

structures and the influence of the mesoscales on the auto-

correlation analysis of the velocity signals. Additionally,

the compliance of the contaminated signals with the sim-

ilarity theory is tested. Furthermore, The structure incli-

nation angle is compared with the literature. Finally, the

conclusions are listed in Sect. 4.

2 Method

2.1 Site and instruments

Measurements were collected at the Marine Ecosystem

Research Centre (EKOMAR) (2� 34042.1100N, 103�

48021.0500E) which is an onshore research facility situated

on the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia, 22 km northern

the city of Mersing. The location on the east coast makes

the site attractive for both the wet and dry monsoon mea-

surements as the wind blows from the sea either directly or

through a short vegetation cover. The data were captured

through two scientific campaigns; C-I: from 19 September

2017 to 1 October 2017 and C-II: from 7 November 2017

to 18 November 2017. During C-I the wind blew mainly

from the south-east direction at an average speed of 2.8 m/

s, temperature of 25.7 �C and relative humidity of 76%

(read at Mersing weather station), whereas during C-II the

wind blew from the north-east direction at an average

speed of 2 m/s, temperature of 28 �C and relative humidity

of 83%. Two 3D ultrasonic anemometers were used; one

CSAT-3B anemometer (Campbell Scientific, USA; 0.001

m/s & 0.002 �C resolution and ± 0.08 m/s accuracy) and

one YOUNG 81000 anemometer (R.M. YOUNG, USA;

0.01 m/s & 0.01�C resolution and ± 0.05 m/s & ± 2 �C
accuracy) at 1.7 and 12 m heights, respectively. The

CSAT-3B anemometer was connected to the PC through a

CR1000 data logger (Campbell Scientific, USA), whereas

the YOUNG 81000 anemometer was directly connected to

the PC. Both anemometers were calibrated in the UKM low

speed wind tunnel [26] before the experiment and an error

of less than 2% was achieved. The sonic temperature can

be set equal to the virtual potential temperature with a

minimal error [27–29]. The term temperature will be used

to refer to the virtual potential temperature hereafter. In C-

I, the wind direction considered is the southeast direction.

The wind blowing from this direction comes from the sea

and passes over a vegetation cover (tropical forest) of 10–
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15 m height and � 1 km stretch. The instruments lie 200 m

downwind the vegetation cover and surrounded from all

other direction (within a[20 m circle) by tropical forests

except from the north side where the seashore extends. The

forest is interspersed by few Malaysian-style houses. In

C-II the wind blows directly from the sea. The ground

topography is plain and covered with 5–10 cm grass.

Satellite and aerial pictures for the site and pictures for the

wind blowing directions are illustrated in Fig. 1. The

sampling rate was set to 20 Hz and data were divided into

samples of time-lengths 42 min in C-I and 30 min in C-II,

this is thought to be enough for turbulence statistics to

converge [2, 5, 30].

2.2 Data screening

The first step in data analysis is to determine the mean wind

direction (a) over each sampling interval and convert the

velocity readings from the instrument coordinates (uinst and

vinst) to a coordinate system based on the mean wind

direction (u and v) [3]. These are summarized in the fol-

lowing equations:

(a) (b)

Measuring 
spot

(c)

14
o

- 4
o

54
o

3 6
o

(d)

Fig. 1 Site illustration. a A satellite photo of the EKOMAR site. b A picture towards the wind blowing direction in C-I. c An aerial photo for the
site. (d) A picture towards the wind blowing direction in C-II
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a ¼ tan�1 Vinst

Uinst

� �
ð1Þ

u ¼ uinst cosðaÞ þ vinst sinðaÞ ð2Þ

v ¼ vinst cosðaÞ � uinst sinðaÞ ð3Þ

where, the small letters refer to the instantaneous velocities

and the capital letters to the time-mean velocities.

At this time of the year during the transition from the

dry to the wet monsoons, the wind blows over Malaysia

from different directions along the day. In addition, the

location near the sea makes the wind direction vulnerable

to change with height owing to the sea and land breezes.

The screening criterion was to admit only the data of wind

blowing from the correct direction (112-162� in C-I and -4�

to 14� or 36� to 54� in C-II) with a difference in angle

between the bottom and top levels within ±15� in C-I and

±9� in C-II. Finally, a total of 13 samples (12 convective

cases and one stable case) in C-I and 48 convective sam-

ples in C-II were ready for processing. Due to the scarcity

of valid stable data, the research was focused on convective

atmosphere. The coherent wind structures or mesoscale

motions due to the nonstationarity of the weather are

characterized with very large scales which can go stream-

wise as far as several kilometers. Consequently, these

structures can be excluded by subjecting the data to a high-

pass filter [25, 31]. Few techniques have been devised to

preclude the mesoscale motions from velocity and tem-

perature signals [16, 18]. These depend mainly on identi-

fying the spectral gap between turbulence motions and

mesoscales. Figure 2 represents the spectra of the wind-

ward velocity (u) for selected cases in C-I covering the

range of stability analyzed. The mesoscales introduce peak-

energies at low frequencies [32]. The optimum cutoff fre-

quency which achieves the compromise between turbu-

lence coherent structures and mesoscales is defined as the

intermediate trough between the peaks of the two motions.

As displayed, this trough changes from one case to another,

as expected by [18]. However, a reasonable edge for the

current dataset is 0.0035 Hz. Hence, a conservative cutoff

frequency maybe taken as 0.0025 Hz. The popular cutoff

frequency of 0.01 Hz [17] erodes the near-surface streaks.

The 0.0025 Hz cutoff frequency corresponds to a � 750-m

Taylor length-scale. This 0.0025 Hz cutoff frequency

compares with the gap scale predicted by Conangla et al.

[22]. It is important to stress that we do not adopt a certain

value for the cutoff frequency but rather argue the need to

visit the power spectrum of the signal to determine the

optimum cutoff frequency. Applying the same method to

C-II data, a 0.0075 Hz frequency was assigned for the

partitioning. The increase in frequency (decrease in time-

scale) was expected as the mesoscales show lower time-

scales over flat surfaces. Throughout this research, unless

otherwise mentioned, the C-I campaign is the default

source of the results. Figure 3 shows an example of fluc-

tuating velocity trace before and after filtration.

2.3 Analysis

The thermal stratification estimator adopted in the current

research is the Obukhov stability parameter (f), defined as:

f ¼ z

L
¼ zjgh�

u�2H
ð4Þ

Where L is the Obukhov length, z is the height above

ground level, j is the Von Karman constant taken here as

0.41, g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), U and

H are the time mean wind speed and temperature, and u�

and h� are the friction velocity and friction temperature.

The friction velocity and temperature were calculated from

the momentum and heat fluxes as follows:

u� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�u0w0

p
; h� ¼ �w0h0

u�
ð5Þ

u�, h� and f were obtained from the near-ground

anemometer (1.7 m) while the mean windward velocity,

the length scales, and wind direction were obtained from

the 12-m anemometer. A summary of the mean wind

speeds and directions, friction velocities and stability

conditions of the collected samples for both the contami-

nated and filtered signals is shown in Table 1.

The dimensionless wind shear (/M) and thermal strati-

fication (/H) were used to assess the effect of the mesos-

cale structures on the validity of the Monin–Obukhov

similarity theory. They are given by:
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Fig. 2 Power spectra of the u signal at different stability conditions

represented by different values of f. Data correspond to C-I. The lines

are moving-average fittings for the data
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/M ¼ jz
u�

oU

oz
; /H ¼ jz

h�
oH
oz

ð6Þ

These parameters were correlated by Dyer [33] in the form:

For the stable surface layer (f[ 0):

/M ¼ /H ¼ 1þ 5f ð7Þ

For the convective surface layer (f\0):

/M ¼ ð1� 16fÞ�1=4 ð8Þ

/H ¼ ð1� 16fÞ�1=2 ð9Þ

The turbulence coherent structure (vortex packet) inclina-

tion angle (c) was computed from cross-correlation anal-

ysis between the lower and higher anemometer u0-signals.
The cross-correlation yields the time-lag between the two

signals which can be converted to a streamwise distance by

applying the Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis. viz,

Dx� ¼ U1:7m � Time� lag ð10Þ
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Fig. 3 Traces of fluctuating

velocity components; a the raw

signal, b the removed mesoscale

signal and c the filtered signal.

The data correspond to the

sample collected on 22/9/2017

4:34 PM by the 12-m

anemometer

Table 1 A summary of the wind conditions for the collected samples

Date and time U (m/s) Wind direction u� f

Original signal Filtered signal Original signal Filtered signal

22/9/17 4:34 PM 1.59 141 0.094 0.088 - 6.4 - 7.9

22/9/17 5:16 PM 1.71 151 0.093 0.088 - 4.6 - 6.1

23/9/17 10:34 AM 2.13 125 0.078 0.095 - 33.6 - 18.0

23/9/17 11:16 AM 1.82 125 0.105 0.069 - 12.0 - 42.6

24/9/17 4:34 PM 2.38 126 0.098 0.034 - 5.6 - 140.8

24/9/17 5:16 PM 2.07 143 0.113 0.106 - 3.1 - 3.6

25/9/17 10:34 AM 1.99 139 0.193 0.168 - 1.8 - 2.9

25/9/17 11:16 AM 2.19 132 0.103 0.104 - 17.6 - 16.6

25/9/17 4:34 PM 2.71 117 0.094 0.093 - 0.9 - 2.1

25/9/17 5:16 PM 1.87 136 0.136 0.127 - 0.4 - 0.4

26/9/17 5:16 PM 1.45 118 0.137 0.090 - 2.2 - 7.4

29/9/17 11:16 AM 0.91 146 0.083 0.023 - 18.1 - 867.5
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Dennis and Nickels [34] proved the applicability of the

hypothesis for projection distances up to 6d. The inclina-

tion angle can be calculated then from:

tanðcÞ ¼ Dz
Dx�

ð11Þ

where, Dz is the height difference between the two sensors,

namely 10.3 m. Each 42 min sample was subdivided into 6-

min intervals (� 1/0.0025 Hz) to concentrate the cross-

correlation on 6-12 vortex packets only. Refer to [35] for a

review on coherent structure timescale. Then the inclina-

tion angle of the sample was estimated as an average over

all the intervals.

On the other hand, turbulence coherent structures were

detected via the u-level algorithm [30, 35–37]. According

to the algorithm, any structure having a fluctuating velocity

less than a certain threshold was recognized as a coherent

structure. A negative unity standard deviation threshold

(�ru) was utilized. Högström and Bergström [35] exam-

ined various threshold values and found a slight change in

the calculated packet time in the range �0:2ru ! �1:1ru.
Högström and Bergström reported also that hairpins sepa-

rated by less than � 1.75 seconds belong to the same

vortex packet. Hence, in this research hairpins separated by

less than this interval were combined in a single vortex

packet. The vortex packet timescale is defined as the total

sample time divided by the number of detected structures.

Afterward, the relative contributions of the detected

coherent structures to the total turbulent kinetic energy and

mass and heat fluxes were calculated following Barthlott

et al. [38], as:

Cu0u0 ¼
P

u02cohP
u02sample

ð12Þ

Cu0w0 ¼
P

u0w0
cohP

u0w0
sample

ð13Þ

Cw0h0 ¼
P

u0h0cohP
u0h0sample

ð14Þ

In the inclination angle and structure detection analysis, a

low-pass filter (1 Hz) was applied to remove the interfer-

ence from the instrument internal noise and smooth the

signal and hence facilitate structure detection [38].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Length scales

The length scales cut by the filter are illustrated by the

spectral analysis of the velocity components and tempera-

ture, Fig. 4. The figure shows the average spectra for all

samples measured by the 12 m anemometer. The length

scale was calculated as kx ¼ nU; where n is the frequency

and U is the average wind speed. It is clear in all graphs,

except the w component, the bi-modal behavior discovered

originally by Kim and Adrian [39] and confirmed later on

by many authors in both the flat plate [15, 40] and the

atmospheric boundary layers [4, 5]. The two modes cor-

respond to the vortex packets (� 100 m) and the surface

streaks (� 400 m). Surprisingly, the w-spectrum, Fig. 4c,

receives little contribution from either the mesoscale

motions or surface streaks. The averaged auto-correlations

of the u0 and w0 signals are illustrated in Fig. 5. The deepest

trough of the curve defines the length of the dominant

structure since it represents the time lag at which the

shifted structure tail (velocity increase) matches its head

(velocity decrease) in the original signal Fig. 5c. The length

scales of the unfiltered signals are shifted towards the

mesoscales in case of the u0 trace, Fig. 5a. But for w0,
Fig. 5b, the auto-correlation function coincides for both the

filtered and unfiltered signals which agrees with the spec-

tral analysis. It is worth mentioning that the correlation

becomes sharper (absolute coefficient is higher) after fil-

tering out the mesoscale motions.

A comprehensive picture about the existing mesoscale

motions can now be drawn. The motions presented in the

current research comprise of horizontal waves, i.e., varia-

tions in u and v components due to interaction between two

wind sources; one is hot and the other is cold. The coef-

ficients of correlation between the filtered signals of u, v, w

and h are listed in Table 2. The correlation coefficient

between the windward and cross-wind signals is null which

is a natural feature of a u� v wave. w correlates by com-

parable coefficients with both u and v. Nevertheless, Its

correlation with h is too weak which asserts the mechanical

origin of the w modulation. A spectral analysis of the single

stable case (not shown) illustrate the presence of these

horizontal waves even under stable conditions.

3.2 Compliance with the similarity theory

A comparison between the turbulence statistics and

dimensionless parameters for both the filtered and unfil-

tered signals, Fig. 6, reveals a noticeable scatter in the

unfiltered signals. The analysis is based on the C-II cam-

paign since it provides more data for comparison with the

empirical correlations. For the normalized velocity fluctu-

ations, Fig. 6a, the filtered data approach values of 2.8, 2.3

and 1.42 for u, v and w at neutral stratification which are

quite in agreement with those of Panofsky et al. [41] (2, 2

and 1.26) and Wyngaard and Coté [42] (2.3, 2.3 and 1.3),

respectively. Meanwhile, the unfiltered signals approach

3.4, 2.77 and 1.41, respectively. On the other hand, for the

dimensionless parameters, shown in Fig. 6b, in addition to
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Fig. 4 Spectral analysis of a u0,
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Fig. 5 Auto-correlation analysis for the a u0 and b w0 components.

Continuous lines indicate filtered signals and diamond markers

indicate unfiltered signals. (c) displays the basis for estimating the

structure length from auto-correlation analysis; the continuous line

represents the original signal and the dashed line represents the

shifted signal. (i) A zero shift between the two signals produces the

maximum correlation (unity), (ii) as the shift increases, the correlation

weakens, (iii) the structure extent (l) emerges at the trough when the

head of the structure in the original signal coincides with its tail in the

shifted signal, (iv) the correlation coefficient fluctuates around zero

after totally passing the turbulence coherent structure
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the obvious deviation, the sum of square deviations from

Dyer correlations (f\0) is higher in case of the contami-

nated signals. This is in as much as the mesoscale motions

do not obey the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory.

3.3 Turbulence coherent structures

As has been deduced from the auto-correlation analysis in

Sect. 3.1, the calculation of the length scale of the near-

surface streaks is thoroughly misled by the mesoscale

motions. Now we are to test the modulating effect of these

motions on the vortex packet inclination angle (c). A

comparison between the unfiltered data, data filtered at

0.0025 Hz, data filtered at 0.01 Hz and data from the lit-

erature is illustrated in Fig. 7. The mesoscale motions apply

little distortion to the inclination angles. However, the

angles derived from data subjected to the 0.01 Hz filter

attain more scattered values. This indicates weaker cross-

correlation between the two series, i.e., some vortex

packets are missing in the higher frequency filtered data.

This is the 0.01 Hz filter partitions part of the turbulence

coherent structures. Before leaving the discussions on

inclination angle, it is worth illustrating the significance of

the 6-min averaging period employed. As can be noticed in

Fig. 7, applying the cross-correlation to the whole 42 min

introduces scatters to the calculated angle, though within

the expected range. Hence, the convergence of the angle

requires more data than what is currently available. Table 3

displays average values of the calculated structure time

scale and participation to the total flux for the unfiltered

and two filtered cases. The values correspond to the 12-m

anemometer signals. It is clear that the mesoscales slightly

harm the calculations of the coherent structure statistics.

These large structures modulate the signal such that the

standard deviation of the unfiltered signal (the threshold of

the detection algorithm) is higher and hence fewer struc-

tures can fulfill the detection criterion. This interprets the

Table 2 Coefficients of correlation between the filtered signals. The

data correspond to the sample collected on 22/9/2017 4:34 PM by the

12 m anemometer

u� v v� w w� u h� u h� v h� w
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Fig. 6 Examining the compliance with the Monin–Obukhov similar-

ity theory at convective conditions. a Turbulence fluctuations.

Squares: ru=u�, triangles: rv=u�, circles: rw=u�. Continuous and

dashed lines are linear fittings for the unfiltered and filtered ru=u�,
rv=u� and rw=u�. b Dimensionless shear and thermal stratification.

Squares: /M , triangles: /H . Continuous and dashed lines represent

Dyer [33] correlations for /M and /H , respectively. Dark symbols

refer to the unfiltered signals and open symbols to the filtered ones.

Based on the C-II campaign dataset
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Fig. 7 Variation of the vortex packet inclination angle under

convective atmospheric conditions. Dark squares: unfiltered data,

open squares: data filtered at 0.0025 Hz, circles: data filtered at 0.01

Hz, continuous line: [1], triangles: [43], crosses: data filtered at

0.0025 Hz and 42-min correlation period
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larger time-per-structure (tp) and smaller energy and flux

contributions (Cu0u0 , Cu0w0 and Cw0h0) gained from the

mesoscale altered signals.

4 Conclusions

The modulation imposed by the mesoscale motions on the

turbulence coherent structures was examined in this

research. Atmospheric flow data were collected at an

onshore scientific facility for two weeks. Two ultrasonic

anemometers at 1.7 m and 12 m levels above ground were

set up in the study. Data screening produced twelve 42-min

samples covering a wide range of convective atmospheric

conditions. The conclusions of the analysis are:

– The mesoscale motions show comparable or higher

energies to those of the shear coherent structures. The

only exception is the vertical velocity component

where their role in the spectra diminishes.

– The length scales calculated from the auto-correlation

analysis are shifted towards these large scales except

for the vertical velocity.

– The mesoscale motions imply scatter of turbulence

statistics since these structures disobey the similarity

theory.

– The common cutoff frequency (0.01 Hz) used to

remove the mesoscale motions partitions a considerable

portion of the shear coherent structures and hence

underestimates or overestimates the structure inclina-

tion angle.

– The modulating effect of the mesoscale motions raises

the standard deviation of the velocity trace which

handicaps the realization of the coherent structures.

Thus, fewer and shorter structures are detected in a

contaminated signal.

In conclusion, more research is needed with sufficient

number of data to quantify the modulating effect of the

mesoscale motions on the turbulence coherent structure

analysis and to devise techniques to separate them without

harming the large scale shear motions.
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